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1 Introduction

An important issue for the design and development of aerospace vehicles

is the effect of various types of flow phenomena on aerodynamic perfor-

mance and aeroheating characteristics. Of particular concern are shock-

wave interactions, which can cause significant local increase in surface pres-

sure and heating, especially from Types III and IV interference patterns

(See Edney [3].). To quantify the effects, experiments and computational

studies have been performed at continuum flow conditions (e.g., Holden et

al. [4]); however, relatively few results have been presented for the low den-

sity, rarefied transitional flow environment (See Carlson and Wilmoth [2]

and Pot et al. [6].).

The experimental conditions of low-density, Mach 10 shock-wave interac-

tion tests (Pot et al. [6]), performed at the ONERA R5Ch hypersonic wind

tunnel, provide a baseline condition for the present computational study of

various shock-wave interactions. In the experiment, a wedge at a 20 ° angle-

of-attack produced a planar incident shock wave, which interacted with the

bow shock of a 0.008m radius instrumented cylinder aligned with its axis

parallel with the plane of the incident shock. The experiment produced var-

ious shock-wave interference patterns, depending on the relative position of

the incident and bow shock waves. A schematic diagram of the experimental

test configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

The purpose of this paper is to explore several topics. Primarily, is Com-

putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) adequate to predict shock-wave interac-

tions for a low-density, transitional rarefied free-stream condition? In par-

ticular, can the Type IV interference pattern and its surface interaction be

predicted with confidence? Also, at continuum conditions, some experiments

of the Type IV interference pattern have shown it to be unsteady (Holden

et al. [4]). In the present study, time-accurate CFD is employed to examine

flow steadiness at the low-density condition.

The paper is organized as follows: First, a general discussion of the various

types of shock-wave interference patterns is presented. Emphasis is placed

on the Type III, Type IV, and Type V patterns because they cause the great-

est augmentation of pressure and heating on a blunt leading edge subjected

to shock-wave interaction. Second, the numerical technique used to predict

the shock-wave interference patterns and cylinder surface properties is dis-



cussed.Third, an analysisof the numerical results arepresentedand some
comparisonsare madewith the experimentalresults for the Type IV shock-
waveinterference.Fourth, the maximum pressureand heating as a function
of incident shockposition is presentedto map the surfaceeffectsfrom the
low-densityshock-waveinteractions. Finally, a discussionof a time-accurate
solution for the Type IV interferenceis presented.

2 Shock-Wave Interference

Edney [3] categorized six shock-wave interference patterns and the type of

surface interaction caused by each pattern that occur when a weak oblique

shock wave intersects a bow shock at various locations about its periphery.

Features of the flow field reveal the physical mechanisms that cause these

interference patterns. Although each interference pattern is discussed in de-

tail by Edney [3], a brief description of the inviscid features of the Type

III, Type IV, and Type V patterns is given subsequently in this section (see

Fig. 2) because these three interference patterns have higher surface pres-

sure and heating associated with them than the others; hence, the physical

mechanism, which affects the surface, is important to quantify.

The shock-wave interference pattern is determined by the location where

the incident and bow shock waves intersect, the strength of the incident

shock, and the angle on the blunt leading-edge surface with respect to the

impinging shear layer (See Edney [3].).

2.1 Type III interference pattern

The Type III interference is caused by the intersection of shocks of opposite

families when a weak incident shock intersects a bow shock inside the subsonic

region near the sonic point. This occurs in the lower subsonic region for the

Type III interference pattern as shown in Fig. 3. The left running incident

shock wave turns the free-stream flow upward to region 3 and intersects the

bow shock wave. Behind the intersection point, the flow in regions 2 and 4

are at the same pressure and are turned at the same flow angle. The flow

is subsonic in region 2 and supersonic in region 4, and these two regions are

separated by a shear layer, which attaches to the wall boundary layer causing

a shear-layer boundary-layer interaction. The interaction maximum heating
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dependson the impingementangle,05, between the shear layer and the wall,

the pressure rise of the weak shock between regions 4 and 5, and whether the

attaching shear layer is laminar or turbulent.

2.2 Type IV interference pattern

The Type IV interference pattern is caused by the intersection of either

shocks of opposite families or shocks of the same family. The intersection

point of the incident shock and bow shock can be above or below the normal-

shock portion of the bow shock as shown schematically in Fig. 2. However,

both result in a Type IV interference pattern, which is shown in Fig. 4.

Referring to Fig. 3, when the wall turning angle is greater than the max-

imum turning angle for region 4 to produce supersonic flow in region 5, the

Type III interference transitions to Type IV. The transition occurs as the in-

cident shock intersects closer to the normal-shock portion of the bow shock.

The onset of the Type IV interference becomes apparent with the formation

of a well-defined supersonic jet embedded within the subsonic regions be-

tween the bow shock wave and the surface. The supersonic jet is separated

by shear layers from the subsonic flow in regions 2 and 5, as shown in Fig. 4,

and impinges on the blunt leading edge.

The flow process up to region 4 is identical to the Type III interference.

However, for the Type IV interference, supersonic flow in region 4 is turned

through a weak left-running wave to region 6. Flow in region 6 matches flow

direction and pressure with the subsonic flow in region 5. Supersonic flow

from region 6 to region 7 is expanded through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion

fan to match the pressure in region 2. Supersonic flow is recompressed from

region 7 to region 8 through a series of left running waves to match again the

pressure in region 5. Weak compression of the flow in the jet and then strong

compression through the jet bow shock results in high localized pressure and

heating at the wall stagnation point.

2.3 Type V interference pattern

The Type V interference pattern occurs when the incident shock wave in-

tersects the bow shock just above the upper sonic point for the orientation

shown in Fig. 5. Both shock waves are of the same family. A supersonic jet

is present for the Type V interference; however, the jet is much thinner than
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the Type IV supersonicjet. The Type V jet turns away from the surface,
dissipates,and doesnot impinge on the surface.

The flow that affectsthe surfaceis initially compressedto region2 through
the weak, left-running incident shockwave. Then, flow in region 2 is com-
pressedto region3 by flow deflection to match the leading-edgewall turning
angle.The flow in region3 issupersonic.A requirementof the flow in regions
4 and 5 is that the pressureand flow turning anglesmust match at the shear
layer,whichseparatesthem. Therefore,region3 flow is compressedto region
5 through a right-running waveto match the pressureand flow direction in
region4. Note that the flow in region4 is subsonic.The right-running shock
wavethat impinged on the wall boundary layer results in the shock-wave-
boundary-layerinteraction at the wall, which causesincreasedpressureand
heat transfer.

3 Numerical technique

Flow conditions of a low-density shock-wave interaction study (Pot et al. [6]),

performed in the ONERA R5Ch hypersonic wind tunnel at Mach 10 in air,

are used as an inflow boundary condition for the present numerical study.

The free-stream flow conditions are Too = 52.5K and p_ = 5.9 Pa resulting

in a length Reynolds number, ReL = 167,000/m and a Knudsen number,

KnD = 0.01 based on the 0.016m cylinder diameter.

To approximate the inflow boundary condition for the computational do-

main, oblique shock relations were applied to air modeled as a perfect gas

flow over a sharp leading edge 20 ° wedge resulting in the flow properties

downstream of the wedge shock. The inflow boundary of the computational

domain was then described by the properties of the free stream and post-

wedge shock, with the discontinuity at the oblique shock wave location. To

change the interaction type, the flow property discontinuity was translated

about the outer computational boundary, which is equivalent to varying the

dimension Yls shown in Fig. 1. The wall temperature was assumed constant

at 300K and the outflow boundary condition was interpolated from the inte-

rior cells.

For the laminar computations, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-

tions are applied to flow conditions, which match the experiment, with the

_ASP CFD code (See AeroSoft [1].), a commercially available flow solver.
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Air wasmodeledasa perfectgas. The full geometryof the experimentaltest
apparatus (wedgeand cylinder) wasnot modeled numerically the com-
putational domain containedthe flow field about the forward portion of the
cylinder, whichcapturedthe shock-waveinterferenceregion. To fully capture
the various interferencepatterns, a 361 x 181node grid extendednormally
from the surfacenine body radii aboveand below the cylinder and seven
body radii forward of the cylinder. Circumferential grid spacingfor the 360
cellsat the wall boundary isone-halfdegree,and radial spacingfrom the wall
outward variedgeometricallyfrom about 0.01mmto about lmm at the outer
inflow boundary. A Type IV interferencecalculation on a 361x 361grid pro-
duced the sameresult as on the 361 x 181node grid; therefore, 180 cells
normally distributed from the surfacewasdeemedadequatefor the present
calculations.

Employing the computational domaindescribedabove,time-accurateso-
lutions of the Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokesequationswereobtainedwith
third-order Roe flux splitting normal and van Leer flux splitting lateral to
the cylinder surface. The solution wasadvancedin time using Jacobi time
integration until the solution L2 norm wasreducedto a constant valuewith
meshsequencing. Typically, the L2 norm was reducedabout 9 orders of
magnitudebefore a solution wasconsideredconverged.

4 Results and Discussion

Shock-wave interaction solutions of different interference patterns were ob-

tained for the grid described in Section 3 by changing the value of yls from

0.5mm to 12.5mm. In this section, selected results from those solutions are

presented. The interference flow field of the Type III, Type IV, and Type

V patterns are shown first. Next, surface pressure and heating resulting

from the three patterns are presented and discussed. Then, the extent of the

Type IV interference as a function of yls for the present flow conditions is

examined. Finally, flow steadiness of the Type IV interference is explored.

4.1 Interference patterns

Computed flow-field solutions are presented as density gradient contours.

The density gradient contours, which show the structure of a shock-wave
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interferencepattern, are comparedwith the patterns given by Edney [3] to
help characterizethe interferencetype.

Shownin Fig. 6 is the density gradientof the flow field for yIs = 3.2ram.
The shock-wavestructure shown in the figure is that of the Type III in-
terferencepattern. As discussedin Section 2.1, the Type III results when
a weak incident shock intersects a bow shock and causesthe shear layer,
which separatesthe subsonicregion behind the bow shock from the super-
sonicflow processedthrough the incident shock, to attach to the surfaceof
the blunt leadingedge.The density gradientexplicitly showsthe shearlayer
attachment.

As the valueof yis is varied to 9.9ram,the Type III transitions to a Type
IV interferenceasshownin Fig. 7. The density gradient showsdistinctly the
supersonicjet of the Type IV interference.Note that the density gradient of
the flow field showsthat for this condition, the supersonicjet is terminated
at region7 (SeeFig. 4.). In addition, the terminal shockof the supersonicjet
is shownin Fig. 7. Adjacent to the jet terminal shockon the blunt leading
edgeis the location of the highest surfacepressureand heating. The bow
shockstandoff for the undisturbed cylinder wasin good agreementwith the
DSMC result of Mosset al. [5];however,the shockstandoff for the Type IV
interferenceis about twice the DSMC value (Mosset al. [5]) (DSMC shock
standoffmatchesexperimentalresults of Pot et al. [6].).

By further increasingthe incident shock location to yIs = 11.6mm,the
interferencepattern is changedto Type V asshownin Fig. 8. The supersonic
jet for this caseis sweptabovethe blunt leadingedgesurfaceand dissipates.
Heatingand pressureincreaseis causedby shock-waveboundary-layerinter-
action at the surfaceasdiscussedpreviously.

4.2 Effect of interference on surface properties

Circumferential surface pressure and heating distributions from the compu-

tations at three different incident shock wave positions about the outer com-

putational boundary are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively. Pressure

and heating rate given in the figure are normalized by calculated cylinder

stagnation line values for undisturbed flow based on the free stream condi-

tions where Po = 760 Pa and qo = 59.2 kW/m 2, which are within 0.1% and

2.6%, respectively, of _ASP undisturbed flow values. The 0 = 0 ° position
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indicated on the figure refers to stagnation line with the positive direction
aboveand negative below the cylinder stagnation line (Also, seeFig. 1.).
The interactions that are shownon the figure are labeled as Types III, IV,
and V, basedon the calculatedflow field featuresshownpreviously and the
surfaceprofile distributions as comparedwith thosepublishedearlier, e.g.,
seeEdney [3]and Holden et al. [4].

Becausethe presentnumericalresultsdid not include the incident shock-
wavegenerator in the calculation, the location of the incident shockwave
with respectto the cylinder for the comparisonwith the experimental results
for the Type IV interferencewaschosenbasedon aligning the numericaland
experimentalpressuredistributions. Shownin Fig. 9(a) is the comparison
betweenthe numerical and experimentalpressuredistributions for the Type
IV interference.The CFD computation predicts a highermaximum pressure
than the experiment. Mosset al. [5] also predict pressurehigher than the
experiment;however,their calculated pressureis 32% lower than the CFD.

Also, the pressure domain of the CFD about the peak is broader than the

DSMC. The greater shock standoff distance of the CFD supports a wider

supersonic jet, which affects a larger region on the cylinder.

Shown in Fig. 9(b) are the numerical heating rate predictions for the Type

III, IV, and V interference and the experimental results of Pot et al. [6] for the

Type IV. The comparison of the Type IV heating results shows that for the

experiment, inadequate gauge spacing prevents both the maximum heating

value and heat transfer gradients to be measured adequately. Maximum

heating presented by Moss et al. [5] for this interaction is 15% higher than

the CFD.

For the purpose of comparison, maximum heating from the CFD in

Fig. 9(b) is presented with a correlation given by Holden et al. [4] in Fig. 10

where maximum normalized heating (heating enhancement factor) is given

as a function of the rarefaction parameter, M_/ReD 1/2. The present compu-

tational result (given by the solid circle) fits well with the data of Holden et

al. [4] (given by the open squares); i.e, the maximum Type IV interference

heating from CFD agrees with the correlation.

The maximum pressure, normalized by the stagnation line pressure, and

the location of the maximum pressure on the cylinder as a function of the

dimension YlS (see Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 11. For the results given in the

figure, yls varies from 0.5mm to 12.5mm to show the maximum pressure for 24
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numericalsimulations. Inspection of the flow field and surfacedistributions
showedthat the Type IV interferenceexists for 3.9ram_<YIs_<11.7mm,and
for yIs > 11.7mm, the transition to Type V interferenceis abrupt with a
sharp pressuredecrease.

4.3 Time-accurate shock-wave interference

The temporal behavior of the Type IV shock-wave interference for the low-

density ONERA R5Ch hypersonic wind tunnel condition is presented and

discussed in this section. The initial condition of the time-accurate solution

was a bow shock about the cylinder, which was produced by numerically

integrating the free-stream flow condition to steady-state convergence. To

begin the time-accurate solution, an incident shock wave was introduced

as an inflow boundary condition of the computational domain. A constant

time step of 1 × 10 -s sec was applied to integrate the solution. Normalized

maximum pressure and its location are presented as a function of time in

Fig. 12. For zero time, Pmax/Po equals 1 and 0 at Pmax = 0 °. As time

advances, note that it takes 0.3 #sec for the incident shock-wave interaction to

affect the surface pressure. Between 0.5#sec and 5#sec, the pressure remains

relatively constant and the location of the peak pressure changes from -19 °

to 3.5 °. Next, between 5#sec and 7.5#sec, the Type IV interference pattern

settles to near its steady value. From 7.5#sec to 10#sec the interference

oscillates until for t > 10#sec, Pmax/Po = 14.1 and 0 (at Pmax) _ -23 °. The

figure shows that the low-density interacting flow solution becomes steady for

t > 10#sec. The numerical procedure was continued for a total of 15#sec to

assure a steady-state condition was obtained. Moreover, Fig. 12 shows that

the startup process for the Type IV occurs quickly for this case in 10#sec.

5 Conclusions

Results of present CFD calculations of low-density shock-wave interactions

are presented as flow-field density gradients and surface pressure and heating

distributions. Flow-field density gradients show complex shock interactions

of the Type III, IV, and V interference patterns that match those given by

Edney [3]. Although the undisturbed bow shock standoff compared well,

for the Type IV interference, the CFD bow shock standoff distance is about
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twice that of the DSMC given by Mosset al. [5]. The surfacepressureand
heating resulting from these interacting flows are also presented;and, for
the Type IV interferencepattern, a comparisonwith experimentaldata is
shown. The maximum surfacepressurefrom the CFD is greater by a factor
of two than the experimentand greater than the DSMC prediction of Moss
et al. [5]. Comparisonof maximumheatingshowsthe CFD result is lessthan
that from DSMC. Further study is neededto resolvediscrepanciesbetween
the two results for the Type IV interference.

The maximum pressureand location of the maximum pressureareshown
as a function of incident shock-wavelocation with respect to the cylinder.
The Type IV interferencepattern is presentover the rangeof incident shock
positions,i.e., 3.9ram_<YIs_<11.7mm.A time-accuratesolution of the Type
IV interferencerevealedthat the flow is steady after an initial transient to
establishthe shockinteraction, which occurredwithin 10#sec.
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